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METHOD OF OPERATION 
Selector circuit - Incoming From Special "A" Switchboard - Three wire 
Dialing - panel Machine Switching System.

DEVELOPMENT

1. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT

1.1 The purpose of this circuit is to intercept a busy line through 
an associated final selector under "no test” conditions. Having 
intercepted the busy line, the circuit must remain in the talking 
position and shall not return to normal until the intercepted line 
is normal.

2. WORKING LIMITS

2.1. This circuit is limited, as to external subscriber’s line loops 
with which it may be connected, to the operating limits of the (t ) 
and (T-l) test relays. All other operating conditions are local.

OPERATION

3. PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS

The principal functions of this circuit are?

3.1 Selection of a final selector arranged to await release from 
the subscriber’s switchhook.

3.2 Selection of a final selector arranged to release from the 
subscriber’s line after a predetermined time.

3.3 Connect to a busy line "no test" without the use of the "no test" 
key by the operator. (The "no test" key will be removed from the 
position equipment when this circuit is specified.)

3.4 «hen the intercepting operator removes the cord plug from the 
trunk jack disconnection will be delayed when any one of the follow
ing conditions are present on the intercepted linej

t a

(aj Dial tone to subscriber, /
(bj Subscriber dialing. S /r / / *
(c) Subscriber talking, 24 volt transmission.
(d) Subscriber talking, 48 volt transmission.

\ 
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Selector Circuit - Incoming From Special "A" SWitohboard - Three ~-1re 
Dialing - Panel Machine $Witching System. 

DEVELOPMENT 

l. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

l.l The Jlllrpoae of this oirouit 1s to intercept a busy line through 
an associated final selector under "?lo teetw conditions. Having 
intercepted the busy line, tl' ~ c11! t must remain 1n the talking 
position and shall not return to normal mt11 lhe intercepted line 
is normal. 

2. ViOBKlllG LIMITS 

2.1. This circuit 1s limited, as to external subscriber's line loops 
with which it may be connected, to the operating limits of the (Tl 
and (T-1) test relays. All other operating conditions are local. 

OPERA111ION 

3. PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS 

The principal functions of this circuit are: 

3.1 Selection of a final selector arranged to await release from 
the subscribe~•• switchhook. 

\ 

3.2 Selection of a final selector arranged to release from the 
subscriber's line after a predetermined time • 

3.3 connect to a l;usy line ''no test" w1 thout the use of the "no test" 
3cey by the operator. ( The ''no test" key will be removed from the 

• position equipnent when this circuit is specified.) 

~hen the intercept!ng operator removes the cord plug from the 
trtmlt Jaok disconnection will oe del~yed when any one of the follow
ing conditions are present on the ·.ntercepted line: 

{a J 
{b) 
( 0) 
(d) 

Dial tone to subscriber. 
Subscriber diali;.g. 
Subscriber talking, 24 volt transmission. 
Subaoriber talkilll!, 48 volt transmission. 
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(e) Incoming selector ringing called subscriber*
(f) , sender making preliminary coin test.
(g) sender collecting or returning coins.
(hj Subscriber attached to trunk to zero operator’s position.
(i) Subscriber attached to a two number toll cord.
(j) Pinal making switchtoook test.

3.5 Will permit disconnection on., when the called line is normal.

3.6 Automatically applies the "no test" to the final selected 
without the use of the "no test" key.

4. CONNEGTING CIRCUITS

4.1 m y  standard zero operator’s position oord circuit.

Any standard final selector that does not revert impulses 
over the ring.

Dialing incoming sender circuit 52-239433,

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION

4.2

4.3

5. SEIZURE
When the intercepting operator tests the jack associated with this 

circuit and, finding it idle plugs the cord into the jack, the circuit 
may be said to be seized. The (SL) relay will operate from battery on 
the sleeve of the cord, windings of (SL) relay in series, to ground on 
the R cam. The (PLS) relay will also operate over the tip and ring of 
the cord, 500 o£ra resistance to ground on the "S" cam. The operation 
of the (SL) relay lights the busy lamp at the position jack. The oper
ation of the (PLS) relay operates the (REL) relay, and it, in turn, the 
(L) relay removing the switch from position 1 to position 2, selecting 
sender.

6. THOUSANDS REGISTRATION
While the function of selecting the sender is in progress thousands 

registration of the required subscriber’s number may be made, in posi
tion 1 3/4 of the switch a circuit is closed from ground back contact 
(PLS) relay, D cam, front contact (REL) relay, back contact (TR) relay, 
winding (AIN) relay to the (TH) stepper. The (TH) stepper will respond 
to the number of pulses received from the* (PLS) relay, the (PLS) relay
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Sk 
(e) Inooming seleo'tor ringing oalled subscriber. 
( f), sender malting prel1m1nt:.ry coin test. 
(8) Sender collecting or ret~'l"'D1~e coins. 
(h) Subscriber at,anhed to trunk ~o zero operator's position. 

(1) Subscriber att..a.chod tn a t~o number toll cord. 

(J) Jtinal malting switchhook test. 

3.5 Will permit disoonnectiar. on, • 1-,en tba called line is normal. 

3.6 A.utomatioally applies the 0 no test•• to the final selected 

without the· use of the "llo test" key. 

4. CONNIDTlNG C IRCUI~S 

4.1 Any standard zero operator's position oord circuit. 

4.2 Any standard tin.al selector that does not revert impulses 

over the ring. 

4.3 Dialing incoming sender circuit ES-239433, 

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

5. SEIZUll 

7.hen the intercepting operator tests the jack associated with this 

circuit and, finding it idle plugs the cord into the jack, the ci?"<?uit 

rrs.y be said to be seized. The (SL) relay will operate from batter:y on 

the sleeve of the oord, windings of (SL) relay in series, to grO'llnd on 

the Roam. The (PLSI rela~ will also operate over the tip and ring of 

the cord, 500 OFJl resistance to ground on the "5" C8l!l. 11be operation 

of. the (SL) relay lights the busy lamp at the position Jack. The oper

ation of the {PLSJ relay operates the (REL) relay. and it, in turn, the 

(L) relay removing the mtoh from position l to position 2, selecting 

sender. 

s. THOuSANre REGISTRATION 

V.hile the function of selecting the sender is in progress thousands 

registration of the required subscriber's number may be made. ID posi

tion l 3/4 ot the switch a circuit is closed from ground back contact 

(PLS) relay, D oam, front contact (REL) relay, back contact (TR) relay, 

winding (ADV) relay to the (TH) stepper. The (TH) stepper will respond 

to tbe number 'or pulses received. tram thEJ (PLS) relay, the (PLS) relay 

f 

\ 

• 

,, 
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operating in response to the dial pulses determined by the thousands 
digit dialed by the operator, it will be seen that when the (TH) 
register moved off normal ground was applied from the (TH-B) aro to 
the winding of the (TR) relay. The (TR) relay is shunted however, 
by ground from the front contact (BEL) relay, front contact (ADV) . 
relay, non-inductive winding (TR) relay. This shunt is maintained 
until all the pulses for any given digit are received after which 
the (ADV) relay releases, permitting the (TR) relay to operate. The 
(TR) relay operated, transfers the pulses from the (PLS) relay for 
the subsequent digits to the sender for registration.

SENDER SELECTION
Wien the (L) relay operated, moving the switch from position 1 to 

position 2, a circuit from the winding of the (P) relay to ground on 
the front contact of the (L) relay was established operating the (P) 
relay. The (P) relay operated, applied ground from its left hand 
armature and front contact, front contact (L) relay, H cam, to the 
(SS) stepper, and the sender selector is now hunting an idle sender.
When the (L) relay operated, a test circuit was established from the 
1200 ohm winding, front contact, cam 0, to the bridging test brush of 
the (SS-A) arc. If the. terminal on which the test brush rests is busy, 
there will be ground which will hold the (L) relay operated, and the 
(SS) switch will step to the next terminal, continuing this until an 
idle terminal is found, that is, the absence of ground. Finding the 
terminal idle, the (L) relay is released, applying a make busy by 
way of the T cam, back contact (L) relay, to test brush of the sender 
selector, and also moved the switch from position 2 to position 3. In 
position 2 3/4 ground from the S cam, right hand front contact (P) 
relay, operated the (Cl) relay. The' (Cl) relay operated, connected the 
(TH) register to the sender for the purpose of transferring the 
registration to sender relays, and also transferred the pulse lead from 
the (PLS) relay to the sender. When the first pulse of the hundreds 
registration is received in the sender, the sender sequence switch moves 
fraAposition 1 to position 2, and in position 2 ground is applied to 
the 01 lead, (SS) arc F, contacts (Cl) relay, to (CI-1) relay which 
operates. The (CI-1) operated, in turn operates the (CI-2), and the 
incoming selector circuit is now ready to make brush selection.

BRUSH SELECTION

In position 3, the (L) relay is operated over the FT and FR leads, 
to the sender and ground on the I cam, moving the switch from position 
3 to position 4. A hold circuit for the (L) relay is provided by way 
Of the right front contact and (J4) -Sam, to the sender. The up drive

I 
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operating in response to the dial pulses determined by the thousands 
digit dialed by the operator. It will be seen that when the (TH) 
register moved off noma.l ground was applied from the (TH-B) aro to 
the winding at the (TR) relay. The (TR) relay is shunted however, 

by ground from the front contact (X!L) relay, front oontaot (ADV). 
relay, non-inductive winding (TR) relay. This shunt is maintained 
until all the pulses tor any given digit are received after whioh 
the (ADV) relay releases, pe:mitting the (TR) relay to operate. The 
(TR) relay operated, transfers the pulses from the (PLS) relay for 
the subsequent digits to the sender for registration. 

SENDER SljfLIDTION 

\\hen the (L) rel~ operated, moving the swit~h from position l to 
position 2, a circuit from the winding of the (P) relay to ground on 
the front oontaot of the (L) relay was established operating the (P) 
relay. The (P) relay operated, applied gronnd from its left hand 
armature and front contact, froni contact (L) relay, H cam, to the 

(SS) stepper, and the· sender selector is now hunting an idle sender. 
When the (L) relay operated, a teat oirouit was established from the 

1200 ohm winding, front contact. cem o, to the bridging teat brush ot 
the (SS-A) arc. If the. tenninal on which the teat brush rests ia busy, 
there will be ground which will hold the (L) relay operated, and the 

(SS) switch will step to the next teminal, continuing this until an 
idle terminal is found, that is, the absence of ground. Finding the 

terminal idle, the (L) relay ie released, applying a make busy by 
'Way of the T cam, back contact (L) relay, to test brush of the sender 
selector, and also moved the switoh from position 2 to position 3. In 

position 2 3/4 ground from the Scam, right hand front ·contact (P) 

relay, operated the (CI} relay. The· (Cl) relay operated, connected the 
(TH) re~iater to the sender for the purpose of transferring the 
registration to sender rela,ys, and also transferred the .pulse lead from 
the (PLS) relay to the sender. 'iJhen the first palse of the hundreds 
registration ia received in the sender, the sender sequence switch moves 

I 

from position l to position 29 and 1n position 2 ground is applied to 

the Cl lead, (SS) arc F, oontaots (Ci) relq, to (OI-1) relay which 
operates. The (CI-1) operated, in tum operates the (CI-2), and the 
incoming selector ciroui t 1s now reaccy to make brush selection. 

8. BRUSH SELPX}TlON 

In position 3, the (L) relay ia operated over the FT and FR leads, 
to the sender and ground on the I cam, moving the s,vi toh from position 
3 to pos1 t1on 4. A hold oi ·.-cult for the (LJ relay is provided by way 
of the right front contact aud (ll) .-eani, to tre sender. The UP drive 
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magnet is energized and the A commutator segment closed to the sender. 
As the brush support moves upward, impulses are sent into the sender 
from the A commutator segment, shunting the (STP) relay of the sender. 
■Rhen the impulses required for the particular brush selection deter
mined by the register relay setting, have been sent into the sender, 
the (L) relay releases, and the switch moves to position 5. In posi
tion 5 the trip magnet (TRIP) is energized ready to trip the brush 
selected upon the next upward movement of the brush support for 
group selection.

9. GROUP SELECTION

In position 5 the FT and FR leads are again closed from the (L) 
relay, the sender and the I cam, operating the (Lj relay, moving the 
switch from position 5 to position 6. in position 6 group selection 
takes place controlled by the B commutator segment and the sender 
register setting, in a similar manner to what was >the case for brush 
selection. The UP drive magnet is energized, the brush support moves 
upward, revertive impulses are sent into the sender and group selection 
takes place. On completion <x£ the required selection the (L) relay 
releases and the switch moves to position 7.

10. TRUNK HUNTING

in position 7, the (L) relay operates to ground at the P cam, 
moving the switch to position 8. A test circuit is applied from the 
(L) relay front contact, I cam, to the sleeves of the trunks of the 
trunk group selected. The UP magnet is energized and the brush support 
moves upward over the terminals of the trunks. If the first trunk is 
idle the (L) relay will release as the switch leaves position 7 1/4, 
and a busy ground will be applied to the trunk from the T cam, back 
contact (L) relay, I cam to sleeve of trunk. The switch will move 
to position 9. Should the .first-trunk be busy, the (L) relay will be 
held operated, and as the brush support moves upwards the successive 
trunk sleeve terminals will be tested. Finding one of the terminals 
idle, the (L) relay winding connected to the sleeve will be deenergized 
but will not release until the 0 commutator segment opens. The C 
segment circuit is from the 800 ohm winding of the (L) relay, p cam,
G commutator, G commutator feed brush, front contact (L) relay. This 
circuit is for the purpose of centering the brush on the particular 
terminal found idle. On release of the (Lj relay the switch moves to 
position 9, and a local circuit again'operates the (L) relay and the 
switch moves to position 10, selection beyond.
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magnet is energizad and the A co:amutator segment closed to the sender. 
As the brush support moves u~,rd, impulses are sent into the sender 
from the A conmutator segment, shunting the (STP) relay of the sender. 
~'hen the impulses required for the particular bru.sh selection deter
mined by- the register relay setting, have been sent in.to the sender, 
the (LI relay releases, and the switch moves to position 5. In posi
tion 6 the trip magnet (TRIP)" is energized re~~ to trip the brush 
selected upon the next upward movement of- the brush support for 
group selection. 

9. GROUP SEL]jpTION 

.I]l position 5 the FT and FR leads are again oloaed from the (L) • 
relay, the sender and the I cam, operating the (L) relay, moving tlie 
switch from position 5 to position 6, In position 6 group selection 
takes place controlled by the B comnutator segJn8nt and tlie sender• 
register setting, in a. similar manner to what was ,the case for brush 
selection. The UP drive ma.gr1et 1s energized, the brush s~pport moves 
upward, revertive·· impulses are s6nt into the sender and group s.elect~on 
takes place. On completion a£ the required selection the (L) relay 
releases and the switoh moves to position 7, 

10. TRUNK HUNTING 

In posi t1on 7, the (L) relay operates to ground at the P cam, 
moving the switch' to position a. A test circuit is applied from the 
(L) relay front con~ct, I cam, to the sleeves of the trunks of the 
trunk group selected, Tbe UP magnet ·is energized and the brush support 
1119ves upward over the terminals of the trunks. If the first tr.unk is 
idle the (L) relay will release as the switch ~eaves poei~ion 7 1/4, 
and a busy ground will be applied to the trunk from the T cam, back 
contact (L) relay, I cam to sleeve of trunk. The switch will move 
to position 9. Should the .first· trunk be busy, the (L) relay will be 
held operated, and as the brush support moves upwards the successive 
trunk sleeve terminals will be tested. Finding one of.the terminals 
idle, the (L) relay winding connected to the sleeve will be deenergized 
but will not release until the C cciit111Utator segment opens. Tlte C 
segment circuit is from the 800 ohm winding of the (L) relay, P cam, 
C comnutator, G oomllllltator feed '\)rush, front contact (L) relay. This 
circuit is for the purpose of centering the bru.sh on the pa..rticular 
tenninal found idle. on release of the (L)·relay the switch moves to 
position 9, and a looal circui~ again'operates the (L) relay and the 
switch moves to position 10, selection beyond. 
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11. SELECTION BEYOND

$hen the (L) relay operated in position 9, a locking circuit 
was found from the front contact of the (L) relay, G cam, to the 
final selector circuit. At the same time the 800 ohm winding was 
closed to the final by way of the L, M and G cams as well as a 
500 ohm resistance to battery. The windings of the (L) relay 
together with the 500 ohm resistance, all of which are in parallel, 
is the "no test" feature of this circuit. This condition is applied 
to the final selector to cause it to attach itself to the called 
line "no test". The final selector tip is extended to the sender, 
and selections are made in the usual manner. After final selections, 
are completed, the (L) relay releases, and,the switch moves to 
position* 14, talking.*

12. SENDER DISMISSAL

VvTien this circuit advances from position 10, the (PIS) relay is 
released. The (PLS) relay released-, in turn released the (REL) 
relay, the (P) relay, (Cl) relay (01-1) and (CI*2) following in 
succession. The release of these relays dismissed the sender.

13. GALLING CORD RI.EEVE RESISTANCE CHANGE OVER

Ijhea the intercepting trunks, used "without no test" advance from 
position 11 to the) talking position, a change over in the sleeve 
resistance is made so that talking battery can be supplied to the 
called subscriber's telephone. This is arranged by opening the 466 
ohm winding of the (SL) relay. This reaots in the cord circuit to 
operate relays that apply the required talking battery. This feature 
is made part of this circuit although not used, the condensers 
preventing interference with the condition on the called line.

14. TRUNK RELEASE

In position 14 Of this switch, after the operator has determined 
in condition obtaining on the called subscriber's line, release of 
the trunk can follow, on removal of the cord plug from the. trunk 
jack the (SL) relay releases, applying ground from the N earn, back 
contact (SL) relay, E cam, to the 149-L interrupter. ®n closure of 
the B interrupter contact the (W) relay will operate, closing the 
windings of the (T) and (T-l) relays to ground. If the line called 
is busy, either the (T) or the (T-l) relay will operate. the

• 11. §ELECTION BEYOND 
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'\\hen the (L} relay operated in position 9 9 a locking circuit 
was found from the front contact of the {L) relay, G cam, to the 
final selector circuit. At the same time the 800 ohm winding was 
closed to the final by way of tbe I..9 Mand G cams as well as a 
500 ohm resistance to battery. '.rhe windings of the (L) relq 
together with the 500 ohm resistance, all of which are in parallel, 
is the "no test" feature of this circuit. This condition is applied 
to the final selector to cause it to attach itaelf to the called 
line "no test". The final selector tip is extended to the sender, 
and selections are ma.de in the usual manner. .After final selections, 
are completed, the {L) relay releases, and~ the switch moves to 
position· 14, talking. 

12. SENDER DIS1!ISSAL 

When this circuit advances from position 10, the (PLS) relay is 
released. The {PLS) relay released,, in turn released the (REL) 
relay 9 the (Pl relay, {OI).relay (CI-1) and (Ci-2) tallowing in 
aucdeseion. The release of these relays dismissed the sender. 

1{5. CALLING CORD SI,ME Im3ISTANCE CHANGE OVER 

V/hen the intercepting trunks, used ttwi thout no test" advance from 
position 11 to the talking position, a cha.nee over in the sleeve 
resistance is ma.de so that talking battery CW'.l be supplied· to the 
called subscriber's telephone. This 18 arranged by opening the 466 
ohm winding of the (SL) relay. This reaots in the cord aircuit to 
operate relays that appl¥ the required talking battery. This feature 
is made part of this circuit although not used, the condensers 
preventing interference with the condition on the called line. 

14. TRUNK .RELF.ASE 
J 1/ -In position 14 of this sw1 t'oh, after the operator has determined 

in condition obtaining on the called subsqriber•s line,·release of 
the trunk oan follow. 9n removal of the cord plug from the. t~ 
jack the (SL) relay releases, applying ground.from the N cam, back 
contact (SL) relay, E oam9 to the 149-L interrupter. on closure of 
the B 1nterr11pter contact the (W) relay will operate, closing the 
windings of the (T) and {T-1) relays to ground. If the line called 
is busy, either the (T) or the (T-1) rel~-will operate. When.the 
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B contact opens, the (z) relay operates in series with the (¥)» 
maintaining the (T) and (T-l) relays closed to ground. When the F 
interrupter contact closes, due to either the {T} or the (T-l) 
relays being operated, the (w) relay will he released, and when the 
F contact opens the (z) relay will release. This cycle of events 
repeats until the called line is normal in which condition the (T) 
or (T-l) relays cannot operate, and the (Z), (W) relay combination 
is held operate. With the (Z) and (¥) relays operated the closure 
of the B interrupter contact now operates the (L) relay and from 
this point the switch is returned to normal.

15. CONDITIONS OF TEST

The (T) and (T-l) relays must operate and prevent release of
the trunk when any one of the following conditions is present on
the called linet

15.01 If the line connected to is talking, supplied by 24
volt for transmission from the incoming selector, dis
connection must be delayed.

t

15.02 If talking, 48 volt transmission, disconnection must be
delayed.

15.03 . If the subscriber is listening to dial tone, disconnection
must be delayed,

15.04 If dialing, disconnection must be delayed.

15.05 If incoming's©It "or is tinging called line, disconnection
must be( delayed.

15.06 If operator is ring- called line, disconnection must
be delayed.

15.07 If sender is making prel: - ry coin test, sender must not
be interfered with and disconno ■ on must be delayed.

15.08 If sender is collecting or ren ing coins disconnection
must be delayed,

15.09 If subscriber is calling zero operator disconnection must
be delayed.,

15.10 If line connected to is attached to a two number holding
cord, disconnection must be delayed.
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B contact opens, the (Z) relay operates in series with the (W), 
maintaining the (T} and (T-ll relays closed to ground. V,hen th~ F 
interrupter contact closes. due to either the (Tl or the (T-l) 
relays being operated, the (W) relay will be ·released• and when the 
F contact opens the (Z) relay will release. This cycle of events 
repeats until the called line is normal-in which condition the (T) 
or (T-l) relays cannot operate, and the {Zl, (W) relay combinatfon 
is held operate. Vii tli the (Z l and (W} relays operat·ed. the closure 
of the B interrupter contact now operates the (L) relay and from 
this point the switch is returned to normal. 

15. CONDITIONS OF TmT 

~he (Tl and (T-1) relays must operate and prevent release of 
the trunk when a~ one of the following conditions is pm sent on 
the. called lines 

15.01 If the line ·connected to 1s. talking, supplied by 24 
volt for transmission from the incoming selector, dis
connection l'IIUSt be delayed. 

15.02 . If talking, 48 volt transmission, di&connection must be 
delayed. 

15.03 . If the sutscriber is listening tv dial tone, disoonnection 
rau!f·t be delayed 

15.04 If dialing, dj~c?nnection ~~st be delayed. 

15.05 If incoining.sel~ tc,r is I..,,ng1ng called line, disconnection 
must b~ delayed. 

15.06 If opera.tor is ri?)£ . -:s.lled line, disconnection must 
be delayed. 

15.07 If sender is maltfng prel, ~, ry coin test. sender must not 
be interfered with and disconn~ 110Ji must be lelayed. 

lij.O8 If sender is collecting or rew •1ing coins disconnection 
must be delayed. 

15.09 If subscriber is calling zero oper•~vr disconnection must 
be delayed. 

15.10 If line connected to is attached to a two number holding 
cord, disconnection must be delayed. 
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16. CHANGE OYER OF MEANS OF TEST

If the final used "no test” with the intercepting trunk is 
attached to a line on which a final is awaiting release from the 
subscriber’s switchhook, and the line loop is of low resistance, th 
(T) or the (T~1) relays will not operate, and to prevent dis
connection, the switch is advanced from position 14 to position 16.
In 14 3/4 a closure to the tip of the trunk from the (I) relay is 
effected. This holds the relay operated to ground in the final 
selector cirouit awaiting subscriber’s switchhook release. Should 
the line loop resistance, when the final on the called line is 
awaiting switchhook release, be above a given value, the (T) and 
(T-l) relays function and the switch is held in position 14.

17. OVERFLOW

Should all trunks of a trunk group be busy at the time the switch 
is trunk hunting the brush support will continue to the overflow 
terminal of the group, the (L) relay will release, and Hue to the 
fact that the 2 commutator segment is now closed the switch will 
advance to position 17. In position 17, the tip and ring of the cord 
is closed through the 500 ohm resistance and #160 interrupter which 
will flash the cord lamp, informing the operator of the condition present.

18,. TELL-TALE

Should the brush support move to the tell-tale position during 
any one of the selecting periods, for any reason, the switch will 
advance to position 17, the overflow position and information will 
be given the operator by the flashing supervisory lamp.

19. ABANDONED CALLS

If the operator should abandon the call when this olrouit is in 
the brush or group selection positions, ground from the back contact 
of the (RET,) relay, D cam, M oam and the (L) relay, will send the 
brush support, to tell tale, release of the circuit will follow in 
the usual manner. During selection beyond. If the call is abandoned 
before the final has completed selections, the ground from the (REL) 
relay is used to send the final to tell-tale.
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If the fiDal used "DO test" with the intercepting trunk is 
attached to a line on which a final is awaiting'relea.se from the 
subsoriber's switchhook,and the line loop is of low resistanee, tl. 
{T) or the (T-1) relays will not operate, and to prevent dis
oonneotion, the switch is advanced from position 14 \o position 16. 
In 14 3/4 a closure to the tip of the trunk frCJD the (L) relay is 
effected. This holds the relay operated to ground in the final 
selector cirouit awaiting subscriber's switchhook: release. Should 
the line loop resistance, when the final on the called line h 
awaiting swi tchhoak release, be above a given value, the, {Tl and 
(T-1) relays function and the switch is held in position 14. 

OVERFLOW 

Should all trunks of a trank group be busy at the time the switch 
is trunk hunting the brush support will continue to the overflow 
terminal of the group, the ( L) relay w1 ll release, and due to the 
fact that the z commutator segment is now closed the switch will 
advance to position 17. In position 17, the tip and ring of.the cord 
is olosed through the 500 ohm resistance and jl60 interrupter which 
will flash the cord lamp, infonning the operator of the cond~tion present. 

18 • . TELL-TALE 
-~-

Should the brush support move to the tell-tale position during 
any one of the selec~ing periods, for any reasan, the switch will 
advance to position 17, the overflow position and information will 
be given the ope·rator by the flaehing supervisory ls.rap. 

19. ABANOONED CALLS 

If the ope:rator should abandon the call when thia ~1rou1t is in 
the brush or group seleotio~ positions, ground from the back contact 
of the (REL) relay, D cam, M oam and the (L) relay, will send the 
brosh support, to tell tale, release of the circuit will follow in 
the usual manner. Dt1ring selection b,eyond, .. lf the call 1s abandoned 
before the final has completed eel~ctions, the ground from the (REL) 
relay is used to send the fina.l:to tell-tale. 
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